THE NATURAL CHOICE

What is HanStone?

Elegance and Durability. Naturally.
HanStone™ is an innovative new product that combines natural quartz, one of nature’s hardest materials,
to produce a durable yet luxurious stone surface. We source various types, sizes and colors of quartz
crystals from around the world, which provide the desired hue, and capture the spirit and essence of
natural colors. Unlike granite and many other surfaces, HanStone is non-porous and requires no sealing.
In addition to being even more durable than granite, HanStone is also stain-resistant, heat-resistant and
easy to maintain. It has also been tested and certified by the National Sanitation for Food Safety and Food
Contact under the NSF 51 Certification, and is backed by a 10-year warranty.
All of these qualities have made HanStone a premier choice among builders around the world.
For homeowners, it is an ideal surface for kitchen countertops, bathroom vanities, bar tops and other
surfaces. It is also perfect for high-traffic areas such as offices, banks, hotels and restaurants, where
applications can also include reception areas, serving areas, table tops, and much more.
If you are looking for a surface that is safe for food preparation and easy to maintain, yet will maintain
its luster and natural beauty, you will find HanStone Fine Quartz Surfaces to be the perfect choice!

Magellan

hanstone color collection

Aurora Snow CL101

Swan Cotton RS301

Specchio White CT402

Sandcastle CL106

Champagne Pearl CL102

Vanilla Java RS313

Victorian Sands RS308

Venetian Avorio RS314

Caribbean Blue RS316

Coronado RS324

Autumn Leaf RS305

Mesquite Brown RS307

Maple Canyon RS321a

Chocolate Cognac RS315

Mediterranean Olive RS303

Magellan RM502

Due to printing limitations, the colors seen here may vary slightly from the actual product. As with most surfaces, the color may appear to vary under
different types of lighting. For optimal results, we recommend viewing the product under actual lighting conditions before installation.

HANSTONE COLOR COLLECTION

Passion Rouge CT405

Blue Lagoon RS311

Mystic Blue CT407

Sterling Grey LS451

Tiffany Grey CL105

Odyssey RM501

Maroon RS323

Kahlua Brown RS319

Volcanic Topaz RS310

Midnight Monet RS309

Amazon Green RS318

Black Coral RS306

Genesis BA204

Obsidian Black CT401

Hazel Black RS304

Due to printing limitations, the colors seen here may vary slightly from the actual product. As with most surfaces, the color may appear to vary under
different types of lighting. For optimal results, we recommend viewing the product under actual lighting conditions before installation.

Bringing a whole new texture to style. Imagine the tranquility of a gently flowing stream. The
cool, sublime feel of rushing water. The delicate patterns of a pristine stream. That’s the inspiration behind Ruscello,
the exciting new collection from HanStone that gives you the durability of quartz — and the peaceful comfort of nature.

new hanstone prEmier collection

The Colors Of Nature

®

Only the highest quality quartz is used in Ruscello. This
gives the colors a surprising depth and clarity, and allows
the surface to produce subtle, intricate vein-like patterns,
that are reminiscent of a pristine stream.

Teslin RU602

Aspen RU601

Piave RU605

Basento RU604

Liscia RU603

Due to printing limitations, the colors seen here may vary slightly from the actual product. As with most
surfaces, the color may appear to vary under different types of lighting. For optimal results, we recommend
viewing the product under actual lighting conditions before installation.

Venetian Avorio

EDGE PROFILES

Bevel

Half-Bullnose

Bullnose

Round Square

Ogee

Eased

Double Ogee

Triple Pencil

Shark Nose

Double Bevel

Residential Uses:
Kitchen Countertops | Kitchen Islands & Peninsulas | Bathroom Vanity Tops | Shower Stalls & Tub Surrounds | Tabletops
Commercial Uses:
Conference Tables | Reception & Desktops | Countertops & Credenzas | Lobby / Interior Walls | Flooring & Inlays

TECHNICAL DATA
	Property

Test Method 	Result

1

Abrasion Resistance (Weight Loss)

ASTM D 4060

1094 mg

2

Boiling Water Resistance

NEMA LD3 2000 3.5

No Effect

3

Density

KSF 2530

2.465 g/cm3

4

Flammability
ASTM E-84, NFPA 255

Class A
Unaffected

Flame Spread
Smoke Developed
5

Freeze & Thaw Cycling

ASTM C 1026

6

Fungal & Bacterial Resistance

ASTM G 21

No Growth

7

Rockwell hardness (HRM)

ASTM D 785 (Procedure A)

115

8

Slip Resistance
Static Coefficient of Friction (Dry)

ASTM C1028

0.67

Static Coefficient of Friction (Wet)

ASTM C1028

0.49

9

Stain Resistance

ANSI Z124.6.5.2

Pass

10

Tensile Strength

ASTM D 638

17.8 MPa

11

Thermal Expansion

ASTM D-696

1.52 x 10-5 in/in/oC

12

Wear and Cleanability

ANSI Z124.6.5.3

Pass

Slab size: 55” x 120”

Slab thickness: 2cm (3/4”) and 3cm (1 1/8”).

Maple Canyon

HANSTONE & GREENGUARD™
The GREENGUARD Environmental Institute (GEI) is an industry-independent, non-profit organization that oversees
the GREENGUARD Certification Program. GEI establishes acceptable indoor air standards for indoor products,
environments, and buildings and its mission is to improve public health and quality of life through programs that
improve indoor air. GREENGUARD Certification is a valuable tool for architects, designers, product specifiers, and
purchasing organizations that want to locate, specify, and purchase off-the-shelf, low-emitting products for indoor
environments.
Each of our products were subjected to hours of rigorous testing to meet the stringent demands of both the
Greenguard Indoor Air Quality certification and the Greenguard certification for Children & Schools. This means
that Hanstone qualifies as a low chemical and particle emitting building material and is safe to use indoors.
Greenguard certification also allows Hanstone to contribute to green building projects.

“Please check with your local professional fabricator/installer of HanStone™ for available edge options. Edge options may vary by region.”

A name you can trust. Since 1952, Hanwha has cultivated a place as a trusted partner by designing
what our clients value the most: innovative solutions that achieve a perfect blend of beauty, elegance, quality
and functionality. In thousands of homes and commercial applications such as offices, restaurants, and retail
stores around the world, HanStone™ Fine Quartz Surfaces impart an air of style and sophistication, while
ensuring superior quality and reliability. Start your next surface project with HanStone™.

Hanwha L&C USA, LLC.

2839 Paces Ferry Rd., Suite 200 Atlanta, GA 30339
Tel : 888.426.9421 (888.HANWHA1)
Email : info@hanwhasurfaces.com

www.HanStone.com

HanStoneTM is a registered trademark of Hanwha L&C Corporation.
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